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As I write this we have just completed the 2019 Greater Houston Train Show, and it 

was a GREAT show. Please see Train Show Chairman Steve Sandifer’s article in this 

issue for more details on the show. I spent most of the day in Clinic Room “A” 

helping Dave Currey as a room host/monitor.  We had three great clinics that included 

Al Partlow’s excellent run down on the prototype and modeling sides of his Houston 

and Texas Central layout, Gene Mangum’s very informative presentation on how to 

duplicate the real signs along roads and highways in addition to modeling commercial 

signs; and an updated version of Jeff William’s very well researched presentation on 

Civil War Railroads.  I thoroughly enjoyed each of these and I am sure the clinics 

presented in “Clinic Room B” were equally enjoyed.  

If you didn’t find something for your railroad or collection at the sales tables at a 

bargain price you didn’t look long enough.  The tables were full on new and “slightly 

used” equipment at great prices. The folks at the front desk must have been busy all 

day as we admitted a record number of attendees.  

A Big THANK YOU, actually, a GIANT THANK YOU, goes to Steve Sandifer, all of 

the chairpersons and all the volunteers for making this our largest and most successful 

GHTS ever.  

Next year we will be hosting the Lone Star Region Convention in conjunction with 

the Greater Houston Train Show, so a lot of help will be needed from our club and 

Division 8. But for now, let’s just enjoy the moment of a job well done.   

See you at the March Meeting!!! 

Bob Barnett  

 

  From the President   
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    2019 Greater Houston Train Show   By Steve Sandifer 

  Congratulations, Denny McGonigle!    Submitted by Randall Wilson 

The 2019 Greater Houston Train Show was indeed Greater! We had 1500 printed tickers, which ran out 

shortly after noon. The registration table then began keeping tally of how many more came in. Their best 

count was 1930 paying customers. This does not include children under 12 who are free (and there were 

hundreds of them) and the 200 or more club volunteers, vendors, clinicians, and display representatives. We 

easily exceeded 2500 participants. Especially positive were the numbers of families with young children. 

They were happy participants too. Modelers walked out with boxes and bags of purchases. Vendors left with a 

smile on their faces. In some categories there was a price war going on – HO cars for $2 each, quality books 

for $5.  Clinic rooms were full, and folks stayed around for 20 minutes after the clinics to seek more 

information.  

None of this could happen without your participation. Some club members arrived by 6:00 a.m. and stayed 

until everyone was out of the building at 5:57 p.m. There is no way to list all of the names, but you did good 

with a smile on your face. 

One reason we had so many attend was the front page story in the Fort Bend Star, encouraged by Phil Stewart. 

A feature article with three photos really gets the public’s attention. We also ran ads in several inexpensive 

Fort Bend publications. Gene Mangum sent news releases to numerous publications, both lifestyle and rail 

oriented, so that we attracted first time paying customers from as far away as San Antonio and Lafayette.  

Bob Barnett arranged for the clubs to bring their display layouts. Ed Dibble had postcards mailed to all who 

had registered the past several years – great looking cards. Robert Ashcraft sold every table the center could 

provide except one 6’x18”. David Currey assembled the great group of clinicians.  Dick Louvet kept the 

registration table hopping. Tom Bailey and crew sold a lot of surplus items from club members. Chuck Lind 

oversaw the contest room which had some excellent models, especially in the structure category. It appears 

some folks are working on their NMRA Achievement Program. Jim Lemmond and Laurie Lind were busy 

telling our guests about the NMRA and San Jac.  

Congratulations San Jac on a GREATER Houston Train Show. 

 

      

Denny McGonigle shows his 1st Place 
Roundhouse Diorama at the San Jacinto 

Model Railroad Club's Annual Train Show  
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  2019 Greater Houston Train Show   By David N. Currey 

 

All indicators so far are that the 2019 Train Show was a successful show, and possibly our most 

successful one so far.  I believe this also applies to our slate of clinics at the show, which were widely 

attended.  I made spot checks on each clinic several times, and the fewest number of attendees I saw in 

a clinic room was 24, but that was probably not the high point of that particular clinic's attendance.  

Some clinics had standing room only.  Even the last slot of clinics at 2:30 pm, when the train show was 

starting to clear out somewhat, had strong attendance, which has not always been the case in previous 

years.  Another thing I noticed was that there were not a lot of people leaving clinics partway through.  

Most seemed to stay for the duration. 

 

The Stafford Centre had, for the first time, set up the clinic rooms without a center aisle.  We left them 

in that configuration, and it seemed to work well.  Without a center aisle, we could have wide-enough 

side aisles on both sides.   

 

I want to thank our clinicians this year who all did a fine job.  The 11:00 am time slot started off with 

Al Partlow's “Operation On the T&NO Hearne Sub” and Bob Sabol's “Just Getting Started”.  Al's 

presentation showed how operations are a key component on his own model railroad, and how he 

operates for utmost realism utilizing his vast knowledge of the T&NO's Texas operations.  Bob's clinic 

was geared toward the newbie model railroader, and he showed them how he has maintained his 

interest in model railroading for several decades.  A key aim of the clinic was to keep new modelers 

from getting discouraged by various reasons, such as lack of space, lack of skill, or lack of knowledge. 

 

Lunch was provided by the Hognos to the clinic room workers, and it was greatly appreciated.  That 

was perhaps the most interesting and definitely the best chicken salad sandwich I had ever eaten.  

Thanks a bunch to Divina and Geoffrey. 

 

The 1:00 pm time slot featured Gene Mangum's “Signs For the Mystic Branch” and Tom Bailey's 

“Kansas City Passenger Trains”.  Gene's clinic showed how he created the wide variety of signs for his 

own model railroad, gave the attendees resources for making these signs, and demonstrated that signs 

were very important in the realism of a model railroad.  Tom's presentation covered in depth the wide 

array of passenger trains that served Kansas City, with all of them scheduled into one single massive 

station.  He covered the glamorous name trains as well as some of the lesser known puddle jumpers, 

and explained how he is going about working up which of these trains he is going to include on his own 

model railroad. 

 

The final 2:30 pm time slot had Jeff Williams's “Civil War Railroads” and Kelly Russell's “Switching 

or Operating a Model Railroad”.  Jeff's presentation authoritatively showed how the Civil War affected 

the railroads, as well as how the war was conversely affected by the railroads.  He explained how this 

war was the first in history where railroads played such a major and interesting part.  Kelly's 

presentation explained a wide variety of ways in which a model railroader can make his own railroad 

operate more prototypically, especially from the standpoint of giving the operators the feeling they are 

operating on a real railroad.  He documented various procedures and operating methods to attain that 

goal. 
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  2019 Greater Houston Train Show   By David N. Currey 

 

A new thing we did this year in the clinic rooms was to have a sign-up sheet in both clinic rooms for 

attendees to give us their names and email addresses, so they can receive copies of the Derail 

newsletter.  I don't know who came up with the idea for the sign-up sheets, but it was a terrific idea.  

We weren't inundated with a tremendous number of sign-ups, but I believe Bob Sabol found that at 

least 20 or so people had signed up total for both rooms.  If we get only a couple of new members 

from this effort, it will have been worthwhile, and I think such a sign-up sheet should be included in 

the clinic rooms of future shows. 

 

Bob Sabol also is donating to the club two USB-port LED pointers to be used with the computer 

projectors.  These will be similar to the one he used on his own presentation.  These pointers can be 

used with any laptop (as long as it has several USB ports) and any computer projector.  This will put 

us in good shape audio-visual-equipment-wise for next year's LSR Convention to be held in Houston 

in 2020.  

 

I thank all of the clinicians for their excellent presentations, all of the club members who helped out at 

the train show, and Bob Barnett for his help with the clinic rooms.  Bob kept me early on from 

becoming overwhelmed during setup. 

 2019 Greater Houston Train Show Pictures By Terri Sabol-Brogoitti 
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 2019 Greater Houston Train Show Pictures By Terri Sabol-Brogoitti 
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 REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 30      By Al Partlow 

In this installment of the series, we are going to take a look at modeling the automobile industry on your 

railroad.  Regardless of the era, railroad or region of the country you model, it is usually possible to 

incorporate some aspect of automobile or automobile parts traffic on your layout.  The automotive industry 

and railroads began their long history in the early 20th century and this partnership has continued to grow into 

modern times.  From the early movement of parts and raw materials to auto assembly plants, to the movement 

of finished autos in the present day, railroads have always played a key role in the automotive industry. 

While we cannot spend the time in this article to discuss rail equipment for handling finished vehicles or auto 

parts, it is important to note that from the days when autos were handled in forty- or fifty-foot double door 

boxcars, to the use of piggyback flats to move auto transport trucks, to the use of bi and tri-level cars in more 

recent times, this type of rail equipment is certainly interesting both from a modeling and operational 

standpoint.  The equipment is also readily available from numerous model manufacturers in a wide range of 

eras and railroads. 

Although the transition era of the late 1940s to early 1950s does include some unique freight cars for auto 

movements (mainly boxcars), it is in the 1960s that the rail industry began to build some really interesting cars 

for both finished vehicles and auto parts.  The advent of the sixty- and eighty-six-foot parts boxcars and 

specialized flats and gondolas for vehicle frames offer some really unique types of equipment.  For finished 

vehicles, the use of bi-level cars and eventually tri-level cars, both open and closed, also make for some really 

interesting modeling possibilities.         

Before there were good highways throughout the country, railroads were the major player in the movement of 

finished autos throughout the United States, moving some eighty percent of the vehicles in the early twentieth 

century.  As highways improved, especially with the new Interstate Highway System, trucks became the major 

hauler of finished vehicles, with rail auto traffic bottoming out in 1958.   It is interesting to note the railroad 

most responsible for the resurgence of auto traffic was one not usually associated with serving major auto 

production regions of the country, The St. Louis-San Francisco (“The Frisco”).  This began in 1956 with the 

SL-SF served Chrysler Plant in Valley Park, MO, initially with piggyback movement of auto transports and 

eventually the use of multi-level auto-rack cars.  By 1960, the Frisco moved 85,000 new automobiles and 

overall railroad auto traffic had increased 355 percent from 1960 to 1961 and the modern era of rail auto 

traffic was underway. 

Railroads even ran trains with special names such as the Cotton Belt-Southern Pacific “Motor Special”, later 

known as “The Blue Streak Merchandise”, from East St. Louis to Los Angeles.  The Southern Railway 

operated “The Spark Plug” from Cincinnati to Atlanta.  The Louisville & Nashville ran “The Automobile 

Special” from Louisville to Atlanta.  The New York Central and later Conrail was the biggest auto carrier with 

their “ML-12” from Detroit to New York. 

The size of your layout does not really matter when modeling automobile industry traffic.  For example, on a 

small layout you can include a parts manufacturing facility or simply have cars containing automobiles or 

parts moving on your layout.  If you have a medium size space, you could have an auto assembly plant with 

all the trackage that such a facility would include and move cars in and out of a hidden staging area to the 

plant for switching by the serving railroad or by a contract switching company or in-plant railroad.  An auto 

transload facility is yet another option if you have the space.  This type of operation would include loading of 

vehicles onto railcars for movement throughout the country.  Vehicles are also received at this type of facility 

for distribution by truck to local dealers.  A port facility which stages and ships imported autos is another 

modeling possibility.  The bottom line is that there are many options to consider when modeling this type of 

traffic. 
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CSX Auto Train at Blue Island, IL 
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 REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 30      By Al Partlow 

In order to faithfully follow prototype rail auto and auto parts movements on your model railroad, you may 

want to consider the following as applicable to your layout.  In assigning motive power to auto parts trains, 

keep in mind that railroads typically included an additional locomotive in order to maintain schedules and 

provide reliable backup should one of the other units fail.  As auto makers changed from shipping finished 

vehicles in boxcars to the use of auto- racks, the handling of these cars changed railroad operations 

dramatically.  Even when loaded, auto-racks are considerably lighter than other freight car types and 

combined with their length make for unique operating characteristics.  This means that train braking is more 

of an issue for engine crews and extra consideration must be given when placing auto-racks or blocks of these 

cars in a train.  For example, a block of auto-racks on the head end of a train followed by heavier freight cars 

can result in “stringlining” of the auto-rack cars in curves.  Train length is another consideration as a smaller 

number of auto-racks quickly becomes equal in length to a train of shorter freight cars.  A strong head or cross 

wind can also affect auto-racks, including actually blowing them off the track in high cross wind situations.  

Auto-racks must not be placed behind open bulk loads where wind-blown sand, coal or other materials may 

actually harm the finished vehicles.   

Regardless of the era you model, consider including some auto parts or finished auto traffic on your layout.  

These types of movements can provide for many additional and interesting operating possibilities for your 

operating sessions.  For more detailed information, see Kalmbach’s “Railroading & The Automobile Industry” 

by Jeff Wilson.     
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I have been in the model railroad hobby all my life, cutting my teeth on Lionel trains in 1948 when Santa 
Clause brought me my first train which I still have in my collection.  I have always liked building and I have 
been building on my present empire since 1979.  I enjoy building and detailing more than running trains.  In 
1970 I was building a model for the National Convention in St Louis.  I asked some of my friends to critique 
it.   I remember David Milton told me that you are looking down on the buildings, as that is what people see 
first - so you need to have a lot of roof top details.  I followed his suggestion and brought back a blue ribbon 
from St. Louis, and I have been scratch building ever since. 
 
In the time period that I model most buildings had a roof top water tank.  Looking at photographs of them and 
the sizes of them I started looking for something that could be used for the core tank structure.  What I found 
that was the proper size for HO was pill bottles that you get from the drug store.  I use several different sizes 
of them for added variety. I also use toilet paper and paper towel center cores and mailing tubes. Now, if using 
cardboard tubes, it is important to reinforce the tube so that it remains round (also a good idea to reinforce the 
top of a pill bottle tank as well).  Structural reinforcements can be made from styrene.  After you determine the 
height you need, cut one .040 styrene disc to insert inside the bottle or 2 or 3 depending on the height if you 
use cardboard tubes.  I use a pair of screw adjusted dividers to scribe the styrene. After you scribe it, the 
excess can be broken away leaving the disk.  Using a sandpaper block, sand any rough areas smooth so it will 
fit into the core (Figure 1).  For the next step, using .060 x .060 styrene cut 4 strips of equal length and insert 
inside the bottle at 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees.  The disc will then be held at the proper height and will be 
level using these strips. After test fitting, remove and start gluing everything in place. I use Testers Liquid 
Cement solvent cement which is compatible with the styrene and the bottle material (Figure 2). When using 
cardboard tubes, I use white glue for this step. After everything is dried, cut the excess bottle off. I use my 
table saw to do this to keep everything square for the rough cut and follow up using a razor blade to trim off 
any ragged edges.  

 
               
Next, with course grade sandpaper, sand the outside of the bottle surface to ruff up the surface for the next step 
and paint it a dark brown color so the core color will not show after you apply the lumber (Figure 3).  (See 
sanding block Tip below).  I use Northeastern Scale Lumber 2” x 6” (Figure 4).  First, I weather the lumber 
with Micro-Mark Gray Weathering solution (Figure 5).  When it dries, cut the strips into the lengths of the 
bottle about 1/16” longer than you need. Sitting on a flat surface, you are now ready to start gluing the strips 
on. (Figure 6).  I coat an area of 5 to 6 board width with a heavy coat of white glue using a small square to 
keep the lumber vertical.  Work your way around the outside of the bottle till you have completely covered the 
bottle (Figure 7). Make sure everything is vertical then secure with rubber bands at the top and bottom till it 
has completely dried.  If you get some glue on the outside, it can be cleaned up with some water. Now lightly 
sand the top and bottom of the tank smooth. At this point, I dry brush a faded color, nominally use red or just 

   Roof Top Wooden Water Tanks        By Cliff Cheeseman 

Figure 1 - Pill bottle with structural support inserted  Figure 2 - Water tank ready for scale lumber to be applied 
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leave the gray color wood to show age. For a realistic effect I paint the water tank a color which is darker at 
the top reflecting less weathering/sun exposure (as is protected by the roof overhang) and gets lighter as it 
progresses down the tank (Figure 8). 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Next, you are ready to install the steel water tank bands (made from styrene). I usually use 6 to 8 bands 
depending on the height of the tank.  The bands are closer at the bottom than they are at the top. Using 
Evergreen Styrene #101 - .010 x .030 styrene, wrap the styrene around the bottle and overlap it about 1/8” to 
3/16” in length and cut it off square.  Use this first one as a template for cutting the lengths of the number of 
bands that you are going to need.  Using some tape, sticky side up, place the bands on it to hold the bands 
secure and then paint them, making sure you get the edges completely covered.  I paint them with Engine 
Black or Weathered Black.  When dried, I use Rustall to get a rusty weathered look. Lightly scrape one end of 
the band free of paint where it overlaps so the Testers Liquid Cement will bond together. NOTE: Do not use 
super glue when doing this. Where you apply this type of glue on top of the bands they might break. Using 
small tweezers put your finger on one end and pull the band tight and secure the ends.  I use a small adjustable 
combination square to get the proper height around the tank.   Keep the square level to the top and then adjust 

   Roof Top Wooden Water Tanks      By Cliff Cheeseman 

Figure 5 – Weathering Figure 4 - Scale lumber 

Figure 6 - Installing scale lumber 

Figure 3 - Painted tank 

Figure 7 - Installing scale lumber Figure 8 - Drybrush color 
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the length on the blade to get the proper spacing of the bands and rotate it around the tank, working from the 
bottom to the top.  Next you want to secure the band with small drops of super glue applied to the bottom of 
the band then go to the next band till you have completed all of them. I try to keep the overlap at a 45-degree 
angle staggering the joints about 4 boards widths apart. 
 
The next step is to apply the turnbuckle or hoop connectors. There are several stiles available.  S. S.  Ltd. has 
some nice castings - Strap Turn buckles - #2104.   Tichy Train Group - HO Hoop Connector - # 8209. 
Durango PRESS – HO Band Fasteners – #DP-10.  Grant Line – HO scale water tank hoop fasteners - #5030. 
Paint them with Grimy Black, wash with Rustall and drybrush with Old Silver to highlight the details. Bend 
them with a slight arc and apply a small drop of super glue to them and attach them at the end of the band 
where the overlap is. Add a small drop of Rustall under the turnbuckle and several spots on the bottom side of 
the strapping to show rust from the strapping.  
 
Next you are ready to make the roof.  Use .010 styrene materials.  (NOTE: This must be fresh styrene. Some 
that you had laying around for several years will crack when you try to bring the edges together.)   Determine 
the diameter you need and using the dividers with sharp scriber points, scribe the circle (Figure 9).  Before 
breaking out the circle with a pencil lightly mark the wedges on the styrene.  Using the dividers, go around the 
edge of the circle to get evenly spaced pie shapes, any number that you want, 6, 8 and larger roofs you could 
divide into 12 sections.   After you mark the pie wedges, drill a small hole in the center. For a smooth round 
roof cut out one wedge (Figure 10) and glue the wedge to the underside (Figure 11).  After it has completely 
dried, pull the other side over and clamp it, make final adjustments, and glue it. The size of wedge you cut out 
will determine the pitch or slope of the roof. This is a trial and error process – adjust to your liking. The roof 
overhang should be about 1/8”.  Another way to do this is to cut a straight line from point to point at the points 
on the ark.  After gluing the roof together, you can add strips of .020 x .020 styrene on the wedge lines from 
the roof center to the edge of the roof on the center lines, staying back from the center hole just a fraction 
where all strips will meet.  After everything is dried, lightly sand the edges to get everything smooth. At the 
top, I attach an Ngineering scale 18” lamp shade to cover the hole and the ends of the strips (Figure 12). Paint 
with Grimy Black and weather it to your liking.  Test fit it and then you are ready to glue it in place.  I use 
white glue to attach it to the top of the tank making sure that the roof has equal overhang all around. At this 
point I use a spool of wire to set on top till the roof is dry. It has enough weight to hold the roof down till it 
dries and the hole in the spool will fit over the roof peak. 

 
 
 
 

Next, add the filler pipe, using scale brass wire of 4” diameter and bend at 90 degrees where it is to be inserted 
in the roof add the length of run to reach the edge of the roof followed by another 90-degree angle and the 
vertical length run to reach through the building roof. Paint the pipe Grimy Black, use Rustall to weather it, 
and install it (Figure 13).  Figure14 shows the filler pipe, strapping, turn buckles and the dry brush effect and 
the base. At this point you could add a water gauge and ladder with a roof hatch and handle. 
 

   Roof Top Wooden Water Tanks      By Cliff Cheeseman 

Figure 9 - 
Roof marked 
and scribed 

Figure 12 - 
Completed tank 

roof 

Figure 10 - 
Wedge removed 

Figure 11 – 
Wedge re-glued 
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Figure 15 - Building tank support base 
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For the Base, I use scale 4” x 8” or 4” x 12” inch scale lumber depending on the size of the tank and space 
about 18” scale inch center to center. Making the lengths about scale to 12” to 18” larger that the diameter of 
the tank on all sides.  Before cutting the lumber, use Micro Mark Gray weathering to age the lumber.  After 
gluing everything together, making sure it is all square. I use a small square for doing this. I use small pieces 
of the correct spacing to build the support.  In the center, I use the spacers to support the members after the 
spacers are removed.  You can touch up the raw edges with the weathering solution (Figure 15).  

 
 
For extra details, you can add a ladder, roof hatch with a handle, water gauge made from scale 6” styrene 
channel with the 1-foot markings made using black decal striping and a red marker or small numbers at 1 foot 
separation. Maybe add someone climbing the ladder. Some of my tanks near the railroad track have Hobo 
scribbles on them which were a way the Hobos had to communicate with each other. 
 
 

   Roof Top Wooden Water Tanks      By Cliff Cheeseman 

Figure  13 - Pipe installed Figure 14 – Close-up view showing the water gauge, roof hatch, 
handle ladder, strapping and turn buckles 
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   Roof Top Wooden Water Tanks      By Cliff Cheeseman 

Figure 16 - Roof top tanks with a flat roof, showing 
water leaks and rust around the strapping. S. S. Ltd.  
Turn buckles are used painted weathered black and 
dry brushed with old silver to highlight the details. 

Figure 17 - This water tank was made from a mailing 
tube and is in the roundhouse area. You can see the 
water gauge, wooden ladder with top handles, roof 
hatch, filler pipe, strapping and turnbuckles. It is 

highly weathered showing some leakage around the 
strapping. 

Figure 18 -Old grain silo using 1 ½ large bottles for 
height and strapping and turn buckles and ladder. 

Figure 19 - This is an aerial view of Pleasant Valley 
showing the roof top water tanks. 
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Figure 20 - Sanding block 
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(Tip:) When sanding, I use sanding blocks that I make using .080 styrene.  I coat both sides of the styrene with 
a spray adhesive (I use 3m Super 77 Multi-Purpose Adhesive) and apply two different grades of sand paper to 
the sides.  When I make these, I clamp them in a vice with a wooden (or other) block on the front and back to 
make sure there are not any air bubbles under the paper.  To replace the paper, peel back a corner and spray it 
with WD-40.  Continue to do this until it is completely released and clean the surface with WD-40 to make 
sure it is totally free of any small pieces of old paper.  Now you are ready to make a new one.  The size that I 
use is 2 ½” x 4” but you could make them larger. I have 9 blocks with 18 different grades of sand paper and 
wet-dry paper. (Figure 20) 
 

 
 
 
 
A SPECIAL THANKS TO JEFF WILLIAMS FOR ENCOURGING ME TO SHARE THIS INFORMATION AND HIS HELP 
IN PUTTING IT TOGETHER. 

   Roof Top Wooden Water Tanks      By Cliff Cheeseman 
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series, Chapter 4:  Battle of Stones River, TN 

 

For this month’s installment I opted to deviate from the historical sequence of events that I had been 

following in this series to discuss the Battle of Stones River in Tennessee.  This battle took place from 

December 31st, 1862 through January 2nd, 1863.  As with all these chapters my focus will be on railroads and 

their significance during this historical era of our Nation’s history. 

You might remember that in my August Clinic presentation to the Club I stated that in the Eastern Theater of 

the Civil War, nearly every battle took place within 20 miles of a railroad or navigable river.  Now the battle 

of Stones River was in the Western Theater, but it occurred right on and around a major rail line!  The battle 

took place just West of Murfreesboro, TN and was named for the river, which bisected the battlefield.   

 

   Figure 1 - Part of Diorama Depicting Stones River Battlefield (Looking South).     
 Purple arrow indicates where the Nashville Turnpike intersects rail line. 

 

The town of Murfreesboro lay on the very strategic transportation corridor between Nashville, TN and 

Chattanooga, TN, which included the Nashville Turnpike and the Nashville and Chattanooga RR.  Union 

troops, under the command of General Rosecrans, advanced towards the battlefield from Nashville on foot, 

via the turnpike, while their supplies followed by train.  Several days prior to the start of the battle, fearing a 

major conflict and inadequate supplies, the Confederate Commander Bragg sent 2,500 mounted Calvary to 

perform an end around maneuver to capture reserve ammunition from the Union supply trains in the Federal 

rear.  This raid was highly successful. 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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 Figure 2 - Battle Lines on Final Day of Fighting (Nashville and Chattanooga RR depicted as dashed line on this 
map). Note that Confederate Commander Bragg's Headquarters were essentially where the Nashville Pike and the 

railroad came together on the battlefield because of the strategic importance of defending that location.  

 

This three-day conflict would go down in American Civil War history as the battle that resulted in the highest 

percentage of participants either being killed or wounded.  This bloody battle resulted in essentially a 

stalemate or was “tactically inconclusive”, however it is often considered a Union victory as the Confederate 

commander eventually withdrew his forces to Tullahoma, TN.  Both armies needed time to recover after this 

terrible engagement, but Nashville, a major rail transportation hub, remained in Union hands for the 

remainder of the war and continued as a vital supply base for the Northern troops in the Western Theater.  The 

Nashville and Chattanooga RR would play a key role in the Tullahoma, TN campaign (summer, 1863) and 

Chickamauga, GA campaign (fall, 1863) fought between these same two generals as the Confederates 

gradually retreated in a Southeasterly direction. 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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The Stones River Battlefield also contains the nation’s oldest Civil War memorial.  The Hazen Brigade 

Monument is located within a walled Union soldier cemetery adjacent to the rail line.  The monument was 

erected in the Spring of 1863, a few months after this historic battle and before the conclusion of the Civil 

War.  For years after the Civil War ended passenger trains would either slow or stop at this cemetery so that 

passengers could pay their respects to the fallen. 

Figure 3 - Union Soldier Cemetery Adjacent to Major Rail Line (currently part of the CSX system) Near Stones River Battlefield. 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 

 San Jacinto Model Railroad Club Facebook Update     By Divina Gato-Hogno 

From the period January 27-February 23, 2019, our page status is as follows: 

 Page Reach at 1,537, which is an increase of 234% 

 Post engagements at 518, which show a 255% increase 

 New page like is up 700% 
 
Our Facebook Page now has 222 followers. The increase in numbers can be attributed to our Facebook 
exposure with numerous shares by Facebook users and by Rosenberg Railroad Museum as it relates to the 
Greater Houston Train Show. Our  San Jac Facebook Page was also mentioned in a FB post by Stafford 
Centre and the FB page of Texas Highways Magazine. 
 
Please “Like” our page if you haven’t done yet. This gives all of us another venue to get connected with each 
other and other fellow Model Railroad enthusiasts. 

https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
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   Derail Archives Early 1990s          Submitted by Richard Louvet 

EARLY 1990s 
LAYOUT TOUR REPRINT 

 

Frank Adkins                           (O) 
The ACE Railroad is named for builders, Frank Adkins, Don Corrigan, & Mark Eenink. It 
features O gauge high rail equipment from Lionel, AMT, and Williams. 

Norman Beveridge                       (HO) 
The Sandi Mountain Railroad, a subsidiary of the SP and ATSF, connects with the ATSF 
and SP at Alpine and with the MP/TP at Pecos, in far west Texas. A branch line heads off 
the main into the mountains. The model is built on two levels, with the branch spiraling up 
from the interchange at Alpine. Era is late '60's to ear1y '70's, permitting first, second, and 
early third generation diesel power. · A tab system is currently used for freight car routing, 
but a computerized system is being experimented with. SMRR is cab control, using walk 
around transistor throttles, but PSI Dynatrol is being installed. Scenery is about 80% 
complete, but of course detailing goes on and on! 

John Black 
The R & S Traction Company and Public Service Railway is a traction and short line steam 
layout depicting the 1920's. Due to a recent move the layout is only 40% completed. Urban 
scenery and a wharf area. Lots of traction cars and related industries 

Gordon Bliss                           (N) 
This 14' x 40' N scale layout has 400' of main line,2 4' minimum radius, loop to loop 
operation and scenery is partially complete. Layout designed for running of long trains of 
40 + cars. 

Barry Bogs                           (G) 
The Colorado·& Western, G scale Division has some new expansion for this year's tour. A 
beautiful narrow-gauge RR set in the Rockies of the steam era. Floor to ceiling scenery, 
hand laid track, scratch-built bridges and PFM sound. 

Don Bozman                        (HO) 
The Great Great Northern railway is a large HO scale layout, 400' of mainline thru 7 towns 
on two levels of benchwork. Large scratch-built bridges, structures, great scenery. Dynatrol 
control and operating signal system. 

Greg and Jane Butler                        (HO) 
This 16' X 20' HO layout follows AT&SF prototype in a mountain setting. Scratch built 
structures, 90% scenicked, shown on Channel 13 news in June. 

Ken Caulking                        (HO) 
The Casey Lines is a perennial favorite on the tour. Large point.to point HO railroad has a 350' 
mainline, large yards and lots of operation. Visitor participation is urged, and trains run into 
the late hours. 
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Cliff and Shirley Cheeseman                        (HO) 
The Baltimore & Ohio & Pleasant Valley is a large HO scale layout fully scenicked with 
fall foliage and mountain terrain. Highly detailed, many buildings and bridges, signals, 
sounds and smell of the prototype. This is one of the most popular on the tour. 

Mike Cohn                        (HO) 
This 13’ x 17’ HO scale layout features Styrofoam scenery hand laid track and scratch-built 
bridges and viaduct. Diesels of the Santa Fe and SP in the '60s. 

Danny Dodson                            (N) 
The Mississippi Valley Historical Railway is a N scale railroad set in the;.'80's Natchez 
area; Layout-features I.C. and other southern roads and star sound system. 

Kenneth Ehlers                                                                                                              (Sn3) 
The Crested Butte & Northern is a new 14' xl 9' Sn3 scale layout featuring many contest 
award winning structures and rolling stock. Setting for layout is the Denver & Rio Grande 
in the fall of 1938. Hand laid track, PFM sound, and some finished scenery. New to the 
tour this year. 

Rob Ellis                        (HO) 
This HO scale Santa Fe prototype layout is set in the 1950's with lots of Santa Fe diesel 
and passenger trains. Railroad is 75% scenicked with an 8 track Union Station, mountains, 
orange groves, etc. Visitor operation welcome. 

Bill Flanagan                           (N) 
This 5' x 11' N scale layout is set in mountain terrain following Sierra Nevada and Cajon 
Pass. Scenery 40% complete, large wall photo mural backdrop. 

Gil Freitag                        (HO) 
The Stony Creek & Western features beautiful scenery, prize winning structures and 
smooth operation. The recent expansion gives longer runs and more switching. 

Virginia Freitag                           (G) 
A new railroad empire starting at the Freitag's. Come visit the progress of Virginia's G 
scale garden railroad. Railroad will be operational (weather permitting). 

Dennis Grigassy                           (G) 
The M.C. & S.A. is a G scale railroad which runs partly Inside and continues into the back 
yard. Hand laid code 197 rail and turnouts on cedar ties indoors and LGB track outside. 
Cab control, partially scenicked. 400' of main line track. 

Al Hague                           (N) 
The Kansas & Pacific is a 15' x20' N scale layout with 430' of main line. Set in the 
Midwest with heavy freight and passenger traffic. 

Rocky Harrington                            (Z) 
Larger than last year, this 42 square foot Z scale layout, the only one known to us in 
Houston makes N scale look big 1 Z scale I 1 :220) is the smallest scale manufactured in 
large quantity for resale. This is a two-level layout with extensive trackwork and a well-
designed control system. 
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Rocky Harrington                              (Z) 
Larger than last year, this 42 square foot Z scale layout, the only one known to us in Houston 
makes N scale look big 1 Z scale I 1 :220) is the smallest scale manufactured in large 
quantity for resale. This is a two-level layout with extensive trackwork and a well-designed 
control system. 

Ben Harris                           (HO) 
Ben lives next door [to HSME] and has his own layout. The railroad is designed for lots of 
operation and switching. Code 83 rail hand laid track & switches. Hard shell scenery and 
rock castings. 

Greg Johnson                              (N) 
The "Southern Division" is based on railroading in the Northeastern Texas and Northern 
Louisiana area. Featured railroads are the SP, Cotton Belt, MP, T&P, and Rock Island. 
Scenery is 70% complete on the 23' x 32' N scale layout. 

Robert and Karen Jordin                              (G) 
First time on tour, this 16' x 16' G scale garden Colorado Southern railroad. Locomotive with 
sound, logging car, passenger car, and caboose, chugs through the flowers 

Leroy King                           (HO) 
The Texas Western Is an HO layout 14' x 22', late '40's to early '50's. Dynatrol carrier control. 

Jim Long                           (HO) 
The Gnaw Bone & Western is a HO scale turn of the century railroad set in Southern 
Indiana. Double level benchwork, 900' main line, fine old-time rolling stock, partly 
scenicked. 

Dick McCarthy                              (G) 
Dick invites your family again this year to see his front yard railroad in G scale. Fun for kids 
of all ages. 

Wesley Moreland                          (On3) 
This On3 scale layout follows Rio Grande Southern prototype, Ridgeway to Vance Junction. 
Features scenery, structures, trestles, sound and walk around control. Narrow aisles make 
difficult viewing with small children. 

Loren Neufeld                              (N) 
The Ozark & Great Plains RR is an N scale 14' x 14' layout representing a Kansas City to St 
Louis line. The 400' main line is two level connected by a helix. Scenery 40% complete and 
has large detailed structures.  

David Nicastro                           (HO) 
The H.O. Industrial Belt Line division of the SP is a small layout that looks larger than its 
actual size, through the use of unusual urban scenery effects and mirrors. David Nicastro 
owns a business custom building model railroads throughout the country, and this is the first 
time his own home layout has been on the layout tour. The IBL is fully scenicked and 
operational; detailing and animation are being added. Features include an SDX-1 diesel 
sound system and a computerized throttle that simulates the performance of a real switcher. 
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David Nicastro                        (HO) 
The H.O. Industrial Belt Line division of the SP is a small layout that looks larger than its 
actual size, through the use of unusual urban scenery effects and mirrors. David Nicastro 
owns a business custom building model railroads throughout the country, and this is the 
first time his own home layout has been on the layout tour. The IBL is fully scenicked and 
operational; detailing and animation are being added. Features include an SDX-1 diesel 
sound system and a computerized throttle that simulates the performance of a real switcher. 

Mike O’Day                           (N) 
This 11' X 15' N scale railroad has a 300' mainline, hard-shell scenery and a painted sky/
clouds back drop. Lots of buildings and details. 

Tom and Patsy Patterson                                                                                  (HO, HOn3) 
The Tall Pine and Scurry RR is an HO, HOn3 layout in a mountain setting with scratch 
built and craftsman kit structures, hand laid code 70 and 55 track, painted backdrop, and 
hard-shell Hydrocal scenery with rock castings. Motive power is steam and early diesel. 

Fred Paulus                            (S) 
The Cheyenne Mountain Railroad is S scale and is set in the '40s-'50s era. Hand laid track 
and scratch-built structures. 

David Ray                           (O) 
This large O scale railroad follows SP from LA to Bakersfield. Heavy SP steam operates 
point to point 

Larry Redmond                        (HO) 
The Parallax Railroad is a large HO scale bridge line set in the late '50's. Fully scenicked 
and many industries. Dynatrol system is used for control. 

Gary Saxton                           (N) 
The N scale Carbondale & Kingston represents a Penna. to New England bridge line. The 
layout has 90' mainline and has taken over the dining room. 

Bill Specht                        (HO) 
This HO layout models the BN, Chicago to Galesburg. Passenger, Commuter and Freight 
set in modern era. Point to point operation, full scenery. 

Mike Spoor                        (HO) 
The CB&Q, Chicago to Aurora Division is a large HO scale railroad set in 1954, designed 
for operation. Features include hand laid track, a beautiful backdrop, Dynatrol, CB&O 
diesel and steam and lots of passenger trains. New for this year, an operational scale clock. 

Ken Stanley                        (Sn3) 
The Colorado Mineral Belt is a Sn3 RR set in SW Colorado in the early 1900’s. Hand laid 
track, scratch-built structures, point to point operation, and 80% scenicked. 

Phil Stewart                        (HO) 
This large HO layout portrays Houston passenger train operation in the fall of 1949. All 3 
Houston passenger stations are modeled and portions of downtown. 
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Fred Stubbs                           (O) 
This large O scale layout is SP prototype, double track main line, large yard and steam, 
diesel and traction. Much of the rolling stock once ran on the Houston Model RR club in 
the SP station 

Mark Urbach D.D.S.                           (O) 
Unique elevated LGB and 027 Lionel layout that runs on a plexiglass platform above 
office for children's dentistry. See how model railroading can be incorporated in a business 
setting. 

Bob Werre                            (S) 
S scale, rural to mountain to urban setting. 200' double loop and several yards. 100 & 126 
flex track with hand laid turnouts. Motive power and rolling stock after CNW, UP, Soo and 
Milwaukee. Dynatrol command control. 

C.M. "Red" Winters                        (HO) 
This HO railroad is Santa Fe prototype, fully scenicked. Many kit-bashed structures and 
On-board sound system. 

Lynn Zimmerman                        (HO) 
This large HO layout represents the Western Maryland in the '70’s and is partially 
scenicked. Designed for operation, has fine hand laid track and rolling stock. 

All Points North Model Railroad Club                                                            (HO,HOn3) 
This is a module layout of the club. Learn how much fun module railroading can be. 

Duane Ricks & Associates                        (HO) 
The old layout is gone, however a new one is under construction and working. Large club 
layout with 300' mainline, diesel and steam facilities and many industries under 
construction. 

Galveston Island Model Railroad Club                           (N) 
A 30' x40' N scale modular layout depicting many parts of Galveston Island including the 
port of Galveston, a scale size model of the Galvez Mall, and the industries of Texas City. 
A new HO scale layout is under construction and may be working by November. 

Gulf Coast RR Museum & Dining Car China Show 
Something unique! The-Gulf Coast Chapter of the National Railway Historical Society 
Open House includes a railroad china exhibit a modular layout from the N-Crowd and 
Northwest Crossing Clubs. See the progress made restoring the "ex" MKT "New 
Braunfels" coach car and other railway equipment at the museum, along with a photo 
display, and videos on a wide variety of railroad subjects. 

Houston Area Live Steamers                       (11/2") 
The Houston Area Live Steamers have a real treat for their visitors. Ride the rails of the 
11/2inch scale live steam locomotives and cars on 850 feet of track. Operation is weather 
permitting, and children are welcome but must be supervised at all times by adults due to 
the nature of the equipment. 
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 Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Three   By Gene Mangum 

 

As mentioned in Part One, in this series of articles I will discuss operations on the Mystic Branch. In Part 

One I discussed the basic operational assumptions for the Branch. To reiterate, there are four freight trains, 

three “yard jobs” and two passenger trains per operating session. There is a “Train Job Description” laminated 

card for each train and yard job. The Branch uses the “Car Card” system from Micro-Mark. Car Cards are 

generated for all cars and four-destination waybills for all freight cars. Depending on the car type and 

reporting marks, appropriate rail served customers for the car’s origins/destinations off the railroad are 

selected. The Internet is used to search for real customers that send/receive specific load types for the region 

where the car is originated. Using a straight-forward formula, the frequency of appearance for each car type 

for each on-branch rail served customer is calculated. This also helps determine the number of cars that should 

be on the modeled portion of the railroad at any one time. The staging methodology was also discussed. The 

Mystic Branch is an SP railroad and all freight trains run as extras. So, Train Orders are issued for all of the 

freight trains. A switch list is generated by the Conductor for all four freight trains.  

Part Two of this series described and showed some illustrations for the first movement - the SATKVT 

freight, the first train per session which brings the freight cars for Kerrville, Mystic and Val Verde on to the 

branch using one of the SD’s.  

Part Three of this series will describe and show some illustrations for the second movement - Yard Job 1. 

Yard Job 1 is likely the most complicated job on the Branch, and time consuming as well. The overall 

purpose of Yard Job 1 is to sort the cars from the SATKVT for the Val Verde and Mystic Turns and deliver 

any cars destined for the Kerrville Rail served customers: Blount Energy, Hill Country Salvage, and the Texas 

DOT. The Val Verde Turn is setup on the Kerrville Main and the Mystic Turn is setup on the Kerrville 

Passing Track. Each turn has specific blocking requirements. 

General Freight Train Blocking - The SATKVT is blocked in San Antonio with all loads first, followed by 

any hazardous cargo cars such as tank cars and then all of the empties.  
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Houston N' Crowd                            (N) 
This large N scale railroad features 200' of main line, 6 lineside stations, a full-scale Union 
Station, lots of industries and large urban structures. Operation of full-length freight and 
passenger trains. New port city addition. [1991] 

Houston Society of Model Engineers (HSME)                        (HO) 
This Texas size HO scale club layout is under construction in the HSME's own building. 
Almost all of the planned 1,500' main line is in service and the trains are running. Heavy 
operation and lots of industry. 

Southwest Houston Model RR Club 
This is a 30' x 60' scale club layout. New this year is a new freight yard, passenger 
terminal, and a peninsula section. Layout also features two large freight yards and one large 
passenger yard, a helix down to a town below bench work level and numerous buildings 
and structures. Rolling stock used from post-World War II era to present. About 40% of the 
layout has been fully scenicked. 
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VVT Blocking - The cars for Val Verde Team Track are put at the front of the train followed by half of the 

cars for Valley Aggregates. The cars for Val Verde Fuel Terminal are next followed by the remainder of the 

Valley Aggregates cars. 

MYT Blocking - The cars for Valley Lumber Company, Mystic Freight Station, and Mystic Brewery are 

placed at the front of the train. Cars for Valley Produce are next followed by those for Packard Farm and 

Ranch Supply and Walker Transfer & Storage.  

Note: Since Yard Job 1 is a long and complex process, in the interest of time, not all of the safety measures 

such as sounding the train horn for starts and stops or indicating all maneuvers by the yard crew such as 

lining switches, setting handbrakes, etc. will be described. (Using the 

car cards the Yard crew assembles the two turns and the Kerrville 

deliveries.) 

First, the Yard Crew of MP-15 AC, 2745 pulls the nine cars forward 

and uncouples between cement hopper, SP 490378 and the tank car, 

SP 67343. Then, SP 490378 is delivered to TxDOT on Track 4.  (The 

Yardmaster adds a “CAR BEING LOADED/UNLOADED – DO 

NOT MOVE” tag to the car card and puts the car card in the 

Kerrville Track 4 box).  See Figure 1. 

The Yard Crew of 2745 then pulls the cut of cars forward and backs 

down the Main and recouples to the remaining cars. 2745 then pulls 

forward and uncouples between the bulkhead flat, TTPX 82445 and 

the RailBox box car, RBOX 10324. TTPX 82445 is to be delivered to 

Valley Lumber in Mystic. Track 3 is used to assist in sorting cars for 

the Mystic Turn; so, TTPX 82445 is temporarily spotted on Track 3. 

See figure 2. 

Figure 2 - TTPX 82445 temporarily spotted on Track 3 

Figure 1 – SP 490378 Spotted at 
TxDOT, Track 4 
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2745 then pulls forward and spots RailBox box car RBOX 10941, destined for Walker Transfer & Storage in 

Mystic on the Passing Track. RBOX 10941 will be the last car in the Mystic Turn train. See Figure 3. 

Flat car, SP 30259 destined for the Val Verde Team Track is then spotted on Kerrville Track 5, coupled to the 

string of empty aggregate hoppers destined for Valley Aggregates in Val Verde. The tank car, SP 67343 to be 

delivered to Val Verde Fuel Terminal is then spotted temporarily on Kerrville Track 4. So all the cars for the 

Val Verde Turn are ready to be spotted on the Main. See Figure 4. 

Box car, HCRC 824 destined for Packard Farm & Ranch Supply is then spotted on the Passing track, coupled 

to RBOX 10941. HCRC 824 is the second to last car in the Mystic Turn. Then 2745 temporarily spots 

Insulated box car, SP 699457 bound for Mystic Brewing Company in Mystic on Track 3, coupled to TTPX 

82445. See figure 5. 

Figure 3 – RBOX 10941 – last car on MYT 

Figure 4 – SP 30259 and SP 67343 temporarily spotted 
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2745 then pulls forward with BKTY 38, a mechanical refrigerator car destined for Valley Produce Association 

in Mystic, and backs down the Main to pick up the last car, RailBox box car, RBOX 10324 also destined for 

Valley Produce Association in Mystic. Then, 2745 deposits the two cars bound for Valley Produce 

Association on the Passing track, coupled to HCRC 824. So, now four of the six cars bound for Mystic rail 

served customers are spotted on the Passing Track. See Figures 6 and 7. 

Once the two cars for Valley Produce Association are spotted on the Passing Track, the Main is empty. So, 

The Caboose for the Val Verde Turn, SP 4759 can be spotted on the Main. The same crew that brought the 

SATKVT from San Antonio will take the Val Verde turn before going off duty. The crew that overnighted in 

Kerrville from yesterday’s runs will take the Mystic Turn and the return KVTSAT train to San Antonio. See 

Figure 8. 

Figure 5 – SP 699457 and HCRC 824 for MYT 

Figure 6 –RBOX 10324 picked up from Main Figure 7 - BKTY 38 and RBOX 10324 bound for Valley 
Produce Association in Mystic on Passing Track 

Figure 8 – Caboose SP 4759 spotted on Main 
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Now everything is in place to put the two turns together. 2745 pulls ahead, reverses into Track 3 and picks up 

SP 699477 and TTPX 82445. See Figure 9. 

Then 2745 pulls forward with the two cars and reverses into the Passing Track and couples the two cars onto 

the other cars bound for Mystic. See Figure 10. 

2745 then backs the cars down the Passing track and couples to Caboose SP 1652. As mentioned above, the 

crew that overnighted in Kerrville from yesterday’s runs will take the Mystic Turn. See Figure 11. 

Figure 9 – Picking up SP 699477 and TTPX 82445 from Track 3 

Figure 10 – Adding SP 699457 and TTPX 82445 to Mystic Turn on Passing Track 

Figure 11 – Adding Caboose SP 1652 to Mystic Turn 
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Figure 12 – The Mystic Turn is ready for the road engine 
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2745 then pulls the train forward into position for departure. (The Yardmaster puts the car cards for the Mystic 

Turn in the Kerrville Passing card box). The Mystic Turn is now ready for adding the road engine and 

dispatching. See Figure 12. 

 

Finishing up the Val Verde turn is the next task for 2745. First, 2745 backs down the ladder and couples on to 

SP 30259; then, pulls forward and uncouples after the third aggregate hopper. See Figure 13. 

2745 then pulls these four cars and backs into Track 4 to retrieve the tank car bound for the Val Verde Fuel 

Terminal. See Figure 14. 

Figure 14 – Picking up SP 67343 

Figure 13 – First four cars for the VVT 
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     Mark’s Minute       By Mark Couvillion 

Figure 15 – Picking up the remaining three aggregate hoppers. 
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2745 then pulls the five cars forward on the ladder; reverses and moves to pick up the remaining aggregate 

hoppers from Track 5. See figure 15. 

 

2745 pulls the remaining three hoppers from Track 5 and proceeds up the ladder to the Main. 2745 reverses 

onto the Main, and couples onto the Caboose SP 4759. 2745 then backs the train down the main into position 

for departure. (The Yardmaster puts the car cards for the Val Verde Turn in the Kerrville Main card box). The 

Val Verde Turn is now ready for adding the road engine and dispatching. See Figure 16. 

2745 then pulls forward clear of the Main Ladder switch, reverses down the ladder track, and backs into Track 

4 so the road engine 1427 can escape from the Engine track to couple with the Val Verde Turn cut of cars. 

Yard Job 1 is now complete. 

Well, this concludes this operating session on the Mystic Branch. In the next installment the Val Verde Turn 

will be featured. See you next month! 

Figure 16 – Val Verde Turn is ready for the road engine. 

This month we connect the feeder wires to the rails.  At the end of each feeder next to the rail by the roadbed, strip 
about ¼” of the insulation off the wire.  Midway through the stripped section, put a 90 degree bend in the bare wire.  
Near the end of the stripped section, put a 45 degree bend in the wire so that the first bend is to the left or the right.  
Tin the end of the wire (only the very last bent portion, not the entire stripped end) with 60/40 rosin-core solder.  
Taking a sharp tool, scratch the edge of the web of the rail adjacent to the hole in the roadbed.  You are trying to 
remove any paint, glue, or surface film and make a few scratches in the surface for “bite”.  Solder a small blob of 
solder to the side of the rail where it was scratched.  A hot iron with a small, clean tip is essential.  Place the tip of the 
iron high on the web of the rail, not near the ties.  If you have had a bad 
experience melting ties, try practicing with a scrap piece of rail.  You 
might want to use alligator clips as heat sinks on each side of the rail next 
to where you are soldering.  When you have successfully applied a small 
bit of solder to the rail, let it cool a moment and then push the feeder wire 
down and align the tinned end of the feeder wire to the solder on the rail.  
Push the feeder wire into the solder with the tip of the soldering iron until 
the solder melts.  You may have to hold the feeder wire in place from 
under the layout.  Immediately remove the iron.  Done properly, the wire 
will rest tightly against the rail and disappear with a little darkening.  
Connect the other end of the feeder to the correct bus wire below.  
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     February 2019 Minutes       By Richard Louvet 

President Bob Barnett called the meeting 
to order at 6:55pm. 
 
Bob wore his RR vest and explained vests 
were a staple wardrobe item for model 
railroaders at conventions.  
 
There were no visitors. 
 
David Currey introduced “Fun with 
Operations” by Peter Bryan. Peter 
mentioned it was good to visit San Jac 
again. He gave an excellent overview of 
model railroad operations based on his 
own experiences with his three layouts. 
Peter asked the group to consider 
attending all or part of the Comanche & 
Indian Gap Railroad 2019 Spring Ops 
meet, April 21-29. He also recommended 
joining the NMRA OPSIG. 
 
Treasurer’s Report 
Al Partlow passed on reading the January 
minutes. They were accepted as published. 
 
The January 31 bank balance was 
$11,093.16. Expenses for the month 
included $2800 for the train show venue 
rental, $33 for new lanyards, $32 for a 
Quicken software upgrade and $25 for a 
new laptop battery. 
 
Members are encouraged to use their name 
tags to allow Dick Louvet to track 
attendance. 
 
Greater Houston Train Show 
Steve Sandifer circulated the sign-up 
sheets to fill a few empty slots. Show 
flyers were again handed out. With the 
expanded vendor tables, we are using all 
of Stafford Centre’s tables but one. 

Clinic attendees will have an opportunity 
to sign up for email delivery of the Derail. 
 
Tom H. Bailey handed out forms for club 
sales -NO JUNK. Tom will be there at 
6:00am. 
 
The contests entries will use the standard 
NMRA form. 
 
Lone Star Region/ Division 8 
Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for 
clinic information.  
 
At the LSR board meeting there were 9 
youth award recipients. Two were from 
Hogg Middle School and one from All 
Points North. 
 
Yahoo Group/Groups.io 
Rick Jones has moved the San Jac site to 
Groups.io. 
 
Derail 
Bob mentioned a new feature. It will be a 
biography of  past and present members. 
We know them as modelers, but the 
column will introduce their life outside the 
club. 
 
New Business 
JayC. Williams is in Methodist Hospital. 
Don Bozman will be in Clear Brook 
Rehabilitation until February 14. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:26. 
 
Respectively submitted, 
Dick Louvet 
Secretary/Treasurer  

http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

 

Brakemen:  

Mark Couvillion    

 (mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)  

David N. Currey  

 (texasandlouisiana@msn.com) 

Don Formanek  (locogeared@gmail.com) 

Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com) 

Pete Leach (pleachtx55@gmail.com) 

Richard Louvet (rlouvet@att.net) 

Gene Mangum (semangum@windstream.net) 

Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com) 

JayC. Williams (jaycello@yahoo.com) 

Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

Cab Ride with SP 2472 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rtp-TaXVRA 

    

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  
Webmaster: Brian Jansky  

The Derail — March 2019 

President: Robert (Bob) Barnett  MMR 

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Vice-President: David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

rlouvet@att.net 

Director at Large:  Chuck Lind MMR 

chucklind46@gmail.com 

Past President: Rex Ritz icrex@yahoo.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, MARCH 5 

 

 

“The Knight Foundry” 

by  

Chuck Lind 

 
Refreshments:  

Virginia Freitag  (drinks) 

Greg Slutz (cookies) 

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Bayland+Community+Center+6400+Bissonnet+St.+Houston,Tx&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wl
http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/

